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With the proliferation Of staff devlopment projects in English,

particularly composition, it becomes necessary to evaluate the impact

of these ptograms on.the teachers who participate in them. One way is

by assessing teacher attitudes toward instruction. One way of as-

sessing attitudes is to determine what behaviors a teacher engages in

,while teaching writing. Such an inventory of behavior was developed

by Donlan (1979), an instrument called The Methodology Inventory. The

Inventory was originally a 70-item 4-point measure subdivided into

seven scales: (1) stimuli for writing, (2) prewriting, (3) writkng,

(4) revising/editing, (5) evalua.tion, (6) language development, and

(7) miscellaneous. The'instrument was sent to 4,panel'of judges, ex-

perts in the teaching of composition, who were to respond to 5

Vest ns:

Were the definitions given with the 4-point'scale adequate?

2. Taken together, were the categories a comprehensive assess-

ment of what teachers ft by way of teaching,writing?

3. Was each category complete?

4. What items should be deleted or added?

5. Should the items remain in categories or be scrambled?

Based on the judges' suggestions, (Witems were dropped, (2) items

were added, (3) items were transferred to other categories, and the
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scale call.ed "miscellaneous" was replac,ed by 2 scales--"Varieties of

Discourse" and "Publication of Written Work." The resulting inventory

contained 76 itets, subdivided into 8 scales'.

Haviiii thus achieved face validity, the instrument was

administered over a,period of three years to 104 English language arts

teachers.: These were teachers who had been admitted to local writing

project summer workshops. An item analysis was petformed to determine

(1) the reliability of the total instrument, (2) the reliability of

items within each scale; and (3) the intercorreiation am6ngiscores on

the Inventory's, eight scales.

Reliabilty of the total scale

Based on the sample of 104 teachers, mean'scores and standard de-
,.

viations were obtained and test reliability was calculated for each of

the 76 items. Three estimates of reliability were administered. The

Cronbach Alpha yielded an overall reliability of .93. Hoyt yielded a

reliability of .90 without tale effects of items removed and .93 with

the effects of items removed. Testing for split-half reliability

(Helmstadter) 'corrected with Spearman-Brown yielded .95 reliability;

when corrected with Guttmans, a .95 reliability.

The reliability of items within each scale (internal consistency)

A mean .score for each item in each scale was correlated with the

total scale minus the item, using Pearson's correlation coefficient.

Table 1 lists the items in each one of these scales. Items with

Insert Tabled abdut here
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of these -scales. Jtems with correlations at or belc.w .20 were

eliminated from the scale (after Schuess).er, Gere, and Abbott, 1981).

.After4 the determination of the correlation of each item within a

^scale to. the total scale Minus the item the reliability Of each scale

was estimated. Table 2 show§ the number of items, means, Standard

Insert Yable 2 about here

deviation!, coefficient alpha and split:half (corrected) reliability

coefficient6 for eight scales of the MethOology Inventory.

As Table 2 indicates, .each of Nhe 8*scAles has a reasonably high

reliability, evien scales with small'numbers of ti.tems (e.g., Scales 3,

7, and 8).

Intercorrelations among-the scales

Scores on each of.these eight scales were in,pereorrelated and are

shown in Table 3. Thii was to determine tke degree of independence

Insert Table 3 about here

the scales had.

As shown in,Table 3, the intercorrelations,range between .13 and

.65, A range from low to moderate. The lowest intercorrelation exists

between stimuli for writing and revising/editing (.13). Since the

square of the intercorrelation equals the percentagg of sttared vari-

ance, the shared variance is only 1.6%. In effect, the process of

stimulating the student to write is fairly independent of the process

..4
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of revising/editing as measured by,these scales. On the other hand,

the highest.intercorrefation is between revising/editing and

evaluation .(.65); this interc6rrelation is to be expected, "since

students frequently.revise paperi after they have Ten evalua.ted.

Yet, even the shared variangie between these two)categories is anly

42%, the moderate intercorrelatrons suggest two aspects of the'

Methodology Inventory: (1) The Methodology Invenitory seems to be.

measUring'a common lemeat in the teaching of composition that cuts

across the eight scales; but (2) the limited shared variance between

scales suggests a high degree of independence of th6' eight scales. As

a result, the Meth&olology Inventory could be considered a multi

dimenzional measure.

doncllysion.

Based on che analysis of data from a sample of 104 teachers, the

instrument as a whole has a high reliability coefficient. In ad
.

dition, each of the instrument's 8 scales is internally consistent.

Also, the low to moderate intercorrelations among the scales suggest

there is a commonality that cuts across the eight scales; yet this

commonality is not so large.as to suggest that the scales are not'

1

somewhat independent of one another. .As the teaching of composition

is a multidimensional proces5, the Methodology Inventory, as has been

shown, can reliably measure these dimensions.

5
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Table 1

ktems in each pub-category, Mean (Wand Standard Deviation (SD)

of item responses, and the Correlation (Wbe,tween the item

and the scale excludingithe item (*Item subsequent19 deleted)-

b&

Scale 1. 'Stimuli, _for Writing

SD r Item

2.33 .99 .27 1.

. .. 2.34 .88, -.57 2.

3.05 .92 .39 3.

2.15 1.11 .42 4.

3.03 .89 .54 5.

2.11 1.05 .40 6.

1.86 .83 ,32 7:

1;40 .70 .30 8.

1.64 .77 .45 9.

3.41 .87 .35 10.

3.01 1.00 .29 11.

1.85 .95 .51 12.

Before students begin writing, I show a film.

to give them some ideas.1-0' .

'

It.

Before students begin writing, I play music

or spoken recording to give them some.ideas.

Before students begin writing, I provide

cOncret objects (realia) to giye them sone

ideas.
. :

Before students begin writing, I engage thq

.class in creative dramatics.

Before students begin writing, I show them

pictures to give them ideas.

Before students begIn writing, I take them

outside of the'classroom to make observations

of the world around them.

Before students begin writing; I have theT

watch television to get ideas.
c

Before students begin wr4ing, I have thin

listen to the radio ter get ideas.

fr

4

N

Before students begin writing, I have them
listen to guest speakers who can provide them

with ideas for Vting.

Before students begin writing, I have them
read stories, poetiy, or plays to get ideas

for writing.

Before students begin wriiing, I have them
:read 'nonfiction (e.g., essays, articles,
newspapers, magazines) to get ideas for

writing.

Before students begin writing, I have them

engage in game playing.



1 "(Cont.)

= Sca e 2. Prewriting

SD r Item

4

*2.41, 1.01 .20 1. Befor'e students begin to write, I ekngage them,.

-^ in self-§wareness exercises, such as com-
.

piling a,sem;ory checklist.

3.10 ..93 .27 2. Before students begin to write, I havie thdzi

I- .
compile word lists that they might draw on.

-while wri,ting.

2.77 1.10 .36 3. Before students begin to write, I have tbem.

engage in Outlining or comparab1e4orgvi-

zational schemes,

3.48 .76 .41 4. Before students begin to write, I engage the

class ts a whole in preparatory discussion of

a directive nature.

2.95. .94, .39 5.' Before students begin to write, I engage.the

class'as a whole in prepartory discussion of

a nondirective nature.

2.38 .97 .48 6. Before students begin to write,'I have them

meet in small groups in preparatory dis-

cussion.

2.74 1.07 .27 7. Before itudents begin to write, I have in-
, dividual conferences with some of them in'

which we discuss the assignment.

2.49 .25 .35

43'=

8. Before students begin to write a formal'

assignment, I epgage them in diary, journal,

or log writing from which t.hey can draw

ideas.

.42 9. On a.given assignmentI provide studdts
with a variety.of topics from which to

choóse.

2.69 1.01 .44 10. On a giveil assignment I provide students with

1
a variety of writing types they may use.



Table 1 (Cont.)

$cale3. Writing.

.*3.68

3.76

2.37

2.12

SD r

.56 :13

.62 .33

'1.12 .33

1.171'' .59

l'tem /

1. I have mx students write in clasS' under my

supervision.

2. While students atv writing, I move around the

e/assrOom volunteering assistance.

3., While students are writing, I schedule in-
termAtent discussions about work in
.progress, engaging the entire class in the

discpssion.

4% While students are writing, I schedule
intermittent small group discussions about

work in ,progress.

2.77 1.66 .46 5. While students are writing', I have them share

work in progress by reviewing'each other's

papers.

, 2.30- ,1101 .30 6. I write the assignments right along with the

students.

1.88 1.04 .39 7. I flave students put writing in progress on
:the boaxas on overhead projector,.or, on
opaque'projeetor for entire\elass 9r small

group discussion. . .

2.21 1.08 .44 8. I duplIta e studenls' writing in progress for.

. entire c ass or.small group dis6ussion.

2.49 1.01.. .33 9. I have'my students wrile fornon-school

Puiposes.



Ta.ble 1 (Coot.)

Scale 4. Revising(Editing

sp ,
itam

3.07 .94 ,.58 1.

C 3.31 .90 .40 2.
(

#

3.11. 1.01 .36 3.

.
3..50 .96 .42 4.

2.60 1.14 .5.

1.24t .53 ,6.

I require a second or othirwise final draft
of each student.

1 fead the.. first (rough) drer beifpf-e_ each
student revises it. .

I correct and otherwise eva1 ite" the. first '
(rough) draft before 'each srutlentIevises ft.

.

'I have students evaluate'their own rough
drafts without help from Aye or othell
students.

I have students revise. t_hair own rough drafts
in/conjunction with srudent eAiring
coomittees, small group peier
some other torm of student. 're stu.dant-
conferencing..

- /.
I require tirit students sulAlt-Their rough
draft(s) along with their finished draft.

,.*

7 17'71 A ,r insit3A2m:), v
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:l'able 1 (COnt.)

I Scale 5. Evaluation

M SD

3.58 .66- .27 .1. Students are evaluated on the basis of

criteria I have established. .

.0

2.01 .99 .31 2. Students are evaluated on the basis of

criteria they have est.ablished.

2.53 1.13 .25 3. Oudents are.evaluated on the basis of
criteria aiiived at .jointly between them and..

me.

4

3.58 '..78 .31 4. I write a general comment to _the stud6nt

about the paper; the comment appears either
at the beginning or at the end of the paper.

G.3..34 .99 .68 5. To the student, I make Marginal comments that
refer to. spejcific aspects of a paper--a.

..phrase, a sentence, a paragraph, an ddea,

etc,

uei 2.72 1.04 .43 6. I rewrite Parts of student papers% speci-
fically, I showstudents how they might have
written a phrase, a sentence, or a paragraph

mdre effectively.

2.77 .97 ..24 7. I indicate errors witho4 correcting them.

*1.60 .85 '-.011. 8. I neither indicate nor correct errors,

2.00 1.10 .35 9. I use small groups of students io evaluate

2.91 1.18 .54 10. I assign grades to tariting assignments.

2.50 1.21 .24 11. *I assign a sin0e grade which represents a
combined evaluation.pf content aq0.14gal4

- 2.31 -1.26 .47 12. I assiel a split grade; one grade for con:-

tent, the other for form.

1.63 ..88 .28 13: I gradeLon conten't only.

We"

1.50 .78 .28 14. I grade on.form only.

1.90 .84 .35 15. I let students grade themselves;

-
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Table 1 Cont.)

-` Scale 5. Evaluation (Cont.)

M SD r I t 1

l
*

1.88 .96 '..; .56 16. I let students grade each other's wrlting

, assigome -

.i
,

.3,32, .98 .29 17. I have students keep cumulative folclers

.4-
containing theix writing.

I

N
2.56 141,5' .54 18. I help students with writing assignments

from other classes. , 4

t +

1.85 .87 .34 .19. I assign writing sttictly for purposes of

_
. diagnosis.
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Table, 1 (Cont.)

, 3.25

-3.50

*2.61

2.85

1.84

., 2.70

2.27

2.04

*3.29

- 2.34

,41

Scale

SD r

.94 .31 1.

:'74 .47. -2.

.18 3...93

1

.99 .52 -4.

1.03 .47 5.

.

1.00 .61 6.

1.05 .53 7.

.97 .46 8.

-
_

.80 .16 9.

1.03 .45 10.

6°. Language Development

Item

I teach formal grammar between writing
assignments.

I, teach.usage between writing assignments,
concentrating on those problems studepts
haxe exhibited on the previous assignment.

I teach usage between writing as'signments,,,,s
but not directly related to usage problems
students have exhibited on previous assign-

ments.

Between writing assignments, I have students

engage in sentence-combining exercises.

Between writing assignments, I have students
generate sentences that modelihose of re-

spected writers.

Between writing assignments, :,have students
engage-in exercises involving semantics:

connotation, denotation, figurative language.

Between writing assignments, I have gtudents

engage in paraphrasing other writer's

language.

Between writing assignments, I have students
model sentences ard paragraphs that other
writers have created.

Between writing assignments I engage the
students in oral language activities:e.g.,
dramatics, discussion, problem solving.

Betweentassignments, I perform linguistic

analysis of student sentences, i.e., for
syntax, semanticss, rhetoric.

13
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Table 1 (Cont.)

1.1

3.18

3.35

3.01

, 2.54

2.87

2.41

Scale 7. Varieties of Discourse

SD r It em

.86 .49 1. I have students engage in narrative writing.

.88 .46 2. I have students engage in expository writing.

.98 .44 3. I gave.students engage in report writing.

1.07 .53 4. I have atudents engage in argumentative and

persuasive writing.

1.01 .37 5. I have students write poetry.

1.11 .53 6. I have students write drama: e.g., skits,

short plays.

Scale 8. Publication of Written Work

SD r It em

3.21 1.04 .26 1. I place student writing on display in the

classro

024 1.26 .56 2. I publish classroom anthologies of student

writing.

2.31 1.28 .46 3. I submit student writing to school literary

magazines.

2.02 1.7 .41 4. I submit student writing to local, state,

or national writing contests.

4
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Table 2

Number of items (N), Means (M), and Standard Deviations (SD),

coefficient alpha and split-half (corrected) reliability
c;efficients for eight scales of the methodology

inventory.

Scale Name N M SD Alpha . S-H

1. Stimuli for Writing 12 28.2 5.8 .76 .81

2. Prewriting 10 28.4 5.1 .69 .73

3. Writing 9 25.8 4.8 .70 .81

4. Revising/Editing 6 17.5 40 .72 .78

5. Evaluation 19 46.5 8.4 08 .85

, 6. Language Development 10 26.8 5.3 , .75 .78

k7. Varieties of Discourse 6 17.4 3.9 .73 .71

8. Publication 4 9.8 3.2 .64 . .76

15
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Table 3

Intercorrelation among scores on eight scales

of the Methodology Inventory

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

.58 .53 .13 .29 .43 .47 .50,

2 .60 .42 .56 .48 .56 .42

3 .48

s

.55 .37 .55 .50

4
.65 .40 .52, lk

.25

5
i

.44 .57 .35 "-

6
J .46 .34

7
.48

8

Ic
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Methodology. Inventory*

(as' revised May 20, 1981)

INSTRUCTIONS: In preparation for your possible participation in the Inland Area
Writing Project,ithe organizational committee would like to plan a program based
upon your experiences this past year in the teaching of written composition. Please
read each item carefully and check the appropriate box: A (I performed this
activity frequently tOisspast year), B (I performed this activity occasionally this
past year), C (I performed this activity infrequently this past year), and D (I
didn't perform this activitythis past year).

Stimuli for Writing A
1. Before students begin writing, I show a

film to give them some ideas.

2. Before students begin writing, I play
music ot='spok-en recordings to give t4e;

- some ideas.

3. Before students begin writing, I provide'
concrete objects,(realia) to,give
them some ideas.

4. Before students begin writing, I engage
: the class in creative dramatics.

5. Before students begin writing, / show
them ptctutes to give them ideas.

6. Before students begin writing, I take
them outside of the classroom to make
observations Of the world around them.

7. Before students begin writing, I have
them watch television to get ideas.

Before students begin writing, I have
them listen to the radio to get ideas

or

9. Before students begin writing, I have
them listen to guest speakers who can
provide them with ideas for writing.

10. Before studente begjn.writing', I have
them read stories, poetry, or plays
to get ideas for writing.

11. Before students begin writing, I have
then read nonfict4on,(e.g., essays,
articles, newspapers, magazines) to
get ideas for writing.

12. Before students'begin writing, I have
them engage in game playing.

JI

*Reproduce only;with written permission of author, Dan Donlan:.
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Prewriting
. Before students begin to write, I. have

them compile word lists that they might
draw on while writing.

2. Before students begin to write, I have
them engage in outlining or comparable
organizational schemes.

3. Before students begin to write, I engage
the class as a whole in preparatory
disiussion of a directive nature.

4. Before students begin toiwrite, I engage
the glass as'a whole in preparatory
diseusston of a nondirective nature.

5. Before students begin to write, I have
them meet in small groups in prepara-
tory discussion.

6. Before students begin to write, I have
individual conferences with some of
them in which we discuss the assignment.

7. Before students begin to write a formal
assignment, I engage them in diary,
jovrnal, or log writing from which they
can draw ideas.

8. On a given assignment I provide 'students

with a variety of topics from which to
choose.

9. On a given assignment I provide students
with a variety of writing types they
may use.

%or

2
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No. i 3

Wrlting

. Whill students are writing, I move
around the classroom volunteering
assistance.

2, While students are writing, I schedule

intermittent discussions about work in
progress, engaging the entire class in
the discussion.

3. While students are writing, I schedule

intermittent small group discussions
about work in progress.

4. While students are writing, I have them

share work in progress by reviewing
each other's papers.

5. I write the assignments right along

with the students.

6. I have students put writing in progress
on the board, on overhead projector, or
on opaque projector for entire class or
small group discussion.

7. I duplicate students writing in pro-
gress for entire class or small group
discussion.

8. I have my students write for non-school
purposes.

1

.

A B C D

19
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Revising/Editing
1. I require a second or otherwise

final draft of each student.

2. I read the first -(rough) draft

before each student revises it.

, .

3. I correct and otherwise evaluate.
the first (rough) draft before
each student revises it.

4. I have students evaluate their
own rough drafts without help
from me or other students.

5. I have students revise their own
rough drafts in conjunction with
student editing committees, small
group peer evaluation, or some other
from of student-to-student confer-
encing.

6. I require that students submit
their rough draft(s) along with
their finished draft.

4

A
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Evaluation

--FTERints'are eyaluated on the
basis of criteria I have 4stablished.

2. Students are evaluated on the basis
of criteria they,have established.

3. Students are evaluated on the basis
of criteria arrived at jointly
between them and me.

4. I write a general comment to the
student about the paper; the comment
appears either at the beginning or
at the end of the paper.

5. To the student, I make marginal
comments that refer to specific aspects
of a paper--a phrase, a sentence,

,a paragraph, etc.

6. I rewrite parts of student papers;
specifically, I show students how
they might have written,a phrase, a
sentence or a paragraph more
effectively.

7. I indicate errors without
correcting them.

8. I use small groups of students
to evaluate writing.

9. I assign grades to writing
assignments.

10. i assign a single grade which
represents a combined evaluation
of content and form.

11. I assign a split grade: one grade
for content, the other forform.

12. I grade on content only.

13. I grade on form only.

14. I let students grade themselves.

15. I let students grade each other's-
writing assignments.

5

A

,.
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Evaluation (cont.)
7-67TFi,re students keep cumulative

folders containing their writing.

1"7. 1 help students with writing
assignments from other classes.

18. 1 assign writing strictly for
purposes of diagnosis.

I

a

.1

,-

I

.

p

A B C D

)
,.
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Language Developmeq A

1. I teach formal grammar between
writing assignments.

2. I teach usage between writing assign-
ments, concentrating on those problems
students have exhibited on the previoui
assignment.

3. Between writing assignments, I have .

students engage in sentence-combining
exercises.

4. Between writing-assignments, I have
students generate sentences that model
those of respected writers.

5. Betweefr writing assignments,.I have
students engage in exercises involving
semantics: connotation, denOation,
figurative language.

6. aaltween writing assignments, I have
stiudents engage in paraphrasing other
writers' language.

7. Between writing assignments, I have
students model sentences and para- ,

graphs "that other writers have created.

8. Between assignments, I perform linguis-
tic analysis of student sentences, i:e.,
for syntax, semantics, rhetoric.

. 7

4
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rieties of Discourse

I have students engage in
\narrative writing.

have student's engage iii

e pository writing.

, 8

3. I h students engage in
writing.

4. I have students engage in
argume tativo and persua-
sive writing.

S. I have st dents write.poetry.

6. I have stud nts write drama:
e.g.,.skits, short plays.

j

A
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f---------
Publicatio9 of Written Work

1. I plah student writing on display
'in the classroom.

2. I publish classroom anthologies of
student writing.

3. I submit student writing to ichool

literary magazines.

4. I submit student writing,to local,
state, or national writing contests.

,

,

*

/
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